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• Detector implementations for HL-LHC

• Impact of fast timing on the HL-LHC physics program
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Timing around the ringRF reference signals
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● Signals received per beam: 

● Frev a.k.a. “Orbit”: 11 kHz 

● Bunch clock: 40.079 MHz

~3.5 km
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Clock distributionThis	was	formally	out	of	the	review	
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Clock source distributed around the ring with ~6ps jitter (may increase to ~10ps)



TORCH: Time Of internally Reflected CHerenkov light
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Fig. 3. Side view of the TORCH focussing block geometry. Taking the
MCP pixelisation into account, one can measure photon angles with an error
of σ = 1mrad.

block converts one component of the photon angle, the com-

ponent lying in the image plane of Fig. 3, into a position on

the focal plane. The second, lateral angle component is derived

from the geometry of the particle trajectory through the quartz

and the lateral photon position on the sensor.

I I . REQUIRED PERFORMANCE

The TORCH detector measures both the position and the

arrival time of the imaged photons. Figure 4 shows an example

of photon arrival time difference when comparing kaons to

pions. The case of a 9.5m flight path normal to the radiator

and a 2m vertical photon propagation distance is shown, and

both kaons and pions happen to emit a photon at the same

angle of 822mrad. For the case of 10GeV/c where kaon and

pion photons have wavelengths of 394nm and 410nm and

propagate with speeds of c/1.517 and c/1.512, respectively,

one finds a 35ps time-of-flight difference and a 49ps time-of-

propagation difference for the overall 84ps time difference.

However, when the particle trajectory passes closer to the

readout face the photon propagation distance can be much

smaller and the time-of-propagation difference shrinks. Hence

one has to base the stipulated 3σ separation mostly on the

time-of-flight difference, and has defined the goal to achieve

a timing resolution of σ = 15ps per particle.

Figure 5 gives the calculated PID performance of the

Cherenkov detectors in LHCb. RICH1 and RICH2 with their

gas radiators, C4F10 and CF4, respectively, provide the higher-

momentum PID. The lower-momentum range of < 10GeV/c

was previously covered by aerogel in the RICH1 system. How-

ever the aerogel in RICH1 is less effective at higher luminosity

due to its low photon yield and increased background, and has

been removed for the LHCb upgrade [7], and TORCH has

been proposed to replace the lost momentum coverage.

Small-angle multiple Coulomb scattering is the cause of the

average particle direction inside the radiator differing from

the direction as measured by the outside tracking stations.

This affects the achievable PID resolution for some particles,

as all Cherenkov angles are measured relative to one track.

PID is not affected when one can measure Cherenkov photon

Fig. 4. For one example geometry of particle and photon track, time
differences between pion and kaon arrival times for time-of-flight (solid) and
time-of-propagation (dotted) components, and the overall photon arrival times
(dashed) in TORCH as a function of particle momentum are shown.

Fig. 5. Calculated performance (in sigma separation) of the different
components of the LHCb PID system versus momentum, for isolated tracks
(modified from [2]). The dashed blue curves give the effect of multiple
Coulomb scattering on performance for quartz plate thicknesses of 10mm and
17mm (assuming single-sided optical readout and upstream-only tracking).

directions on opposite positions on the Cherenkov cone, and

the tracking error cancels. PID is affected when information

on the particle direction through the quartz is only available

from the nearby tracking stations. In this case, and assuming

that the tracking stations located upstream work perfectly, the

effect (dashed curves in Fig. 5) on TORCH performance is

only sizeable at low momenta where the separation remains

much larger than 3σ.

With a timing resolution of ⇠15ps and assuming ⇠30

single photons per charged particle, one arrives at a required

resolution of ⇠70ps per detected photon. This value combines

the optical resolution together with the effects of pixelisation

on the reconstruction with the resolution of the readout chain

of photon detection, amplification, discrimination and digiti-

sation. Both optical and readout resolutions should hence be

around ⇠50ps.

I I I . PHOTON SENSORS

The design requirements of the MCP to achieve the nec-

essary spatial accuracy are 53mm⇥53mm active area with

a granularity of 128⇥8 (or 64⇥8 with charge sharing). The

lifetime requirement is that there is no significant degradation

up to an integrated collected charge of 5C/cm2 [8].
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of σ = 1mrad.
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Fig. 5. Calculated performance (in sigma separation) of the different
components of the LHCb PID system versus momentum, for isolated tracks
(modified from [2]). The dashed blue curves give the effect of multiple
Coulomb scattering on performance for quartz plate thicknesses of 10mm and
17mm (assuming single-sided optical readout and upstream-only tracking).

directions on opposite positions on the Cherenkov cone, and

the tracking error cancels. PID is affected when information

on the particle direction through the quartz is only available

from the nearby tracking stations. In this case, and assuming

that the tracking stations located upstream work perfectly, the

effect (dashed curves in Fig. 5) on TORCH performance is

only sizeable at low momenta where the separation remains

much larger than 3σ.

With a timing resolution of ⇠15ps and assuming ⇠30

single photons per charged particle, one arrives at a required

resolution of ⇠70ps per detected photon. This value combines

the optical resolution together with the effects of pixelisation

on the reconstruction with the resolution of the readout chain

of photon detection, amplification, discrimination and digiti-

sation. Both optical and readout resolutions should hence be

around ⇠50ps.

I I I . PHOTON SENSORS

The design requirements of the MCP to achieve the nec-

essary spatial accuracy are 53mm⇥53mm active area with

a granularity of 128⇥8 (or 64⇥8 with charge sharing). The

lifetime requirement is that there is no significant degradation

up to an integrated collected charge of 5C/cm2 [8].

Goal: ~15ps/track

with ~30 photons/track

and ~70ps per single photon

~70ps/√N  ~15ps
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• Micro-channel plate (MCP) photon detectors are well known for fast timing 

of single photon signals (~20 ps).  Tube lifetime has been an issue in the past. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Anode pad structure can in principle be  

adjusted according to resolution required 

as long as charge footprint is small enough:                                                

→ tune to adapted pixel size: 128 × 8 pixels 

      

 

Overview of MCP requirements 

~10-25 um pores 

Not to scale 
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Fig. 6. Front view of the Photek single channel MCP sensor.

The current TORCH design uses custom-made MCPs man-

ufactured by an industrial partner, Photek Limited, UK. For

the single channel prototype MCPs (see Fig. 6) Photek has

demonstrated lifetimes of better than 5 C/cm2 [9]. With laser

tests a time resolution of σ = 23ps has been observed [10].

The first multichannel prototype MCPs have a circular

housing (40mm active diameter) with a rectangular active

area (26.5⇥26.5 mm) and 32⇥32 pixels. This geometry

represents a quarter-size layout of the active area for the final

TORCH MCP design, with comparable pitch density.

IV. READOUT ELECTRONICS

To achieve the demanding time resolution of σ = 50ps, to

instrument the 128⇥8 channels per MCP and to fit within the

60mm pitch of the MCP photon sensors, customised electron-

ics boards have been developed [11]. For the initial conversion

of the MCP signal into a logic time-over-threshold signal,

32-channel NINO chips are used [12]. The HPTDC chip

subsequently converts these signals into digital time stamps

[13]. By measuring both edges of the time-over-threshold

signals, time-walk corrections can be applied to improve

measurement uncertainties. By feeding test pulses into two

separate channels, a time difference spread of σ = 38ps has

been observed which leads to single channel time resolution

of σ = 38ps/
p

2= 26.8ps [11].

V. TEST SETUP

A scaled-down version of a TORCH module for use

in a test beam is currently being assembled, with a

350mm⇥120mm⇥10mm quartz radiator plate and a fo-

cussing block of matching width (see Fig. 7). The electronics

boards are attached in an L-shape configuration so that the

beam can reach large areas of the radiator plate unobstructed.

The measured wavelength range is from 600nm to well into

the UV. Since the Cherenkov angle in the dispersive quartz

material is a function of the refractive index, simulations

(Fig. 8) show bands of Cherenkov cones instead of narrow

lines. Including total internal reflection off the side faces the

bands show significant overlap in the left panel. The view

in the middle panel shows that these bands are thin two-

dimensional objects in the three-dimensional space-time and

with sufficient spatial and time resolution the bands can be

Fig. 7. A drawing of the scaled-down TORCH module for the test beam
set-up.

resolved. If the side faces of radiator and focussing block are

coated with a black absorbing layer, the number of photons

decreases but the pattern being a single band is much easier

to analyse (right panel). A method has been developed to

reversibly coat quartz surfaces, and it was found that a thin

layer of the 2-component transparent silicone PACTAN 8030

(original use is high voltage insulation) loaded with black

dye absorbs light well, and that it can easily be peeled off

if required.

VI. OPTICS FOR BABAR DIRC COMPONENTS

After the dismantling of the BaBar experiment at SLAC,

the boxes holding the quartz radiator bars of the BaBar

DIRC [14] are currently in storage and SLAC has solicited

proposals for their possible re-use in other experiments.

Each of the 12 planar bar-boxes contains 12 quartz bars

17mm⇥35mm⇥490mm in size. The length and the avail-

able area of the BaBar bars match the LHCb geometry if they

are sited at 9.5m distance from the IP.

A wedge attaches at the end of each individual bar (see

Fig. 9). The wedge thickness of 33mm does not allow to

determine the lateral photon angle by measuring particle and

photon position as in the baseline TORCH design with its

wide radiator plates. On the other hand, the aperture of 33mm

makes it necessary to focus the photons in the lateral direction

as well, as the resolution from the pinhole camera imaging that

BaBar used is not sufficient for TORCH.

Figure 9 shows the concept of an optics system to attach to

the BaBar DIRC boxes exit window. Spherical surfaces allow

focussing in both directions. To keep imaging errors within

tolerance, the surface is composed of small slices so that the

coarse geometry is quite close to a cylindrical surface. As long

as the slice width shown in the figure is not smaller than the

quartz bar width (for the case of the object distance being

about equal to the imaging distance), the imaging patterns

from adjacent mirror slices do not overlap. Separate photon

MCP



Particle-flow Event Reconstruction
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MIP Timing Layer



Hermetic MIP timing layer
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Barrel Timing Layer (BTL)

LYSO crystals + SiPM Readout

Endcap Timing Layer (ETL)

Silicon sensors w/gain



Neutron Fluence
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Barrel Timing Layer (BTL)

LYSO crystals + SiPM Readout

Endcap Timing Layer (ETL)

Silicon sensors w/gain

<2x1014 n/cm2

<1015 n/cm2



Barrel Timing Layer Module – Redesign from TOFPET
Basis for Design: TOFPET

Reduce Crystal thickness to 3mm

Remove projective cracks with overlapping layers
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Tiling Crystals and Projective Cracks
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Sensor Module Construction 
Franzbrötchen

Wrap single crystals with a tile 

wrapping machine,

AHCAL building a pre-production 

version for 20k tiles

Pick and place wrapped tiles on SiPM board 

with a robot

72 tiles / 2.5 hours in AHCAL pre-production, 

can be accelerated significantly 

11Fast Timing for Collider Detectors - CERN Academic Training Program



Sensor Modules Construction
a la Milanaise

Mount crystals on alveola-like 

support structure

Mount crystal/alveola

structure on SiPM mother 

board

12

11mm
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Tracker Support Tube and Thermal Screen

• Large carbon fiber cylinder – supported on 4 pins with a horizontal rail system to 

support the silicon trackers (TST at 20 C, Tracker at -20C  thermal screen)

13Fast Timing for Collider Detectors - CERN Academic Training Program



Building Barrel Timing Layer into Track Support Tube

• Use thermal properties of carbon fiber tube with NoMex honeycomb 

filler to provide thermal screen (-35C inside  20C outside) with active 

heating on the outer surface  run SiPMs at -35C

Fast Timing for Collider Detectors - CERN Academic Training Program 14

Crystal tiles optically 

coupled to packaged 

SiPMs

New Tracker Support Tube



BTL Construction

1 tray, 2 half trays

Module

36 trays in ϕ, 72 half trays :

• Number of crystals per module: 64 

56 Modules per half tray (total 4032)

• Half-Tray length: 2604 mm (56x46.5 mm)

• Half-Tray width: 184.5 mm

• 1 Chip per module, 4 modules per link, 2 fibers per 

258048 channels in BTL

• Modules are the unit size for production of boards including crystal 

mounting.

• Half trays to be assembled from modules and inserted into TST.

• Total crystal weight ~11.2 kg per half tray.

~806 kg crystal weight of BTL
15Fast Timing for Collider Detectors - CERN Academic Training Program

~10mm x 10mm area LYSO crystals at 

R=1200mm  Hit occupancy few % at 200PU 

above 1/2 MIP threshold



Dark Count Rate (DCR) drops with Temperature
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Radiation hardness of barrel sensors 
} LYSO:Ce crystals thoroughly tested

} Negligible light loss  [ RIAC = 3 m-1 at 1x1015 cm2 and 100 kGy ]

} Induced radio-luminiscence marginal at the barrel fluence

} SiPMs: increase of dark current and dark rate

} Acceptable in the barrel: small-pixels SiPMs (production ready FBK/HPK)

} Total power consumption from 291 k (5x5 mm2) SiPMs: 

} ~7 kW (~12 kW) at -29 oC (-23 oC) 

16

A.Heering et al.

THIS TECHNNOLOGY IS NOT VIABLE IN THE ENDCAPS



CO2 Cooling

17

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/

1748-0221/6/01/C01091/pdf
L. Feld, W. Karpinski, J. Merz1 and M. Wlochal
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-35C

~5 bar

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/6/01/C01091/pdf
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/6/01/C01091/pdf


Self-heating of SiPM

• Ultimately, it’s the self-heating of the SiPM that limits the LYSO 

crystal+SiPM to use in the barrel (<2x1014 n/cm2)

• The area is kept small to keep down the Dark Count Rate

• The thickness of the crystal can vary 3mm5mm to increase S/N, but too 

much material will degrade the EM (PbWO) calorimeter

Fast Timing for Collider Detectors - CERN Academic Training Program 18
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• Nominal geometry: 4.8 x 9.6 cm2 modules with 1x3 mm2 sensors

• 16 ASICs bump-bonded to sensors

• 3:1 ganging in the TDC at small η (3x3 mm2 granularity) 

• Readout ASIC in development 

• Single sensor shown to have σt ≤50 ps up to 1015 neq/cm2
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Time resolution for irradiated sensors 

No difference in behavior before and after irradiation:  the time resolution 

scales with gain.  ! Keep the gain high 

 

H. Sadrozinski, TREDI 2017 

W5 2e15 n/cm2 

W3, W7  6e14 n/cm2 

~ 42 ps 

W5 pre-rad 

J. Lange, TREDI 2017 

J. Lange, TREDI 2017 

No unexpected features, the 

signals are still large and the 

leakage current does not prevent 

to reach good time resolution.  

Good Gaussian 

behavior after 

irradiation 

Lindsey Gray, FNAL

Choice of an ETL Reference Design

๏ Readout parameters 
constrained

• PS-like module template

• 16 ASICs bump bonded to 

sensor

๏ Inner 4 rings (high eta)

• “Unganged” sensors of 

1x3mm2 cells

๏ Outer 5 rings (low eta)

• 3:1 ganging of sensors into 

3x3 sensors

11

• Each module has

– In the outer rings: 512 channels/module

– In the inner rings: 1536 channels/module

• Total number of modules per disk: 900 modules

ETL module parameters

3/1/17 A. Apresyan | CMS Timing Layer Review Open Session6
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4	channels

ROC	for	small	pixels
1	channel	is	1x3	mm2
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– In the outer rings: 512 channels/module

– In the inner rings: 1536 channels/module

• Total number of modules per disk: 900 modules

ETL module parameters

3/1/17 A. Apresyan | CMS Timing Layer Review Open Session7
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• Each module has

– In the outer rings: 512 channels/module
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• Total number of modules per disk: 900 modules
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• Each module has

– In the outer rings: 512 channels/module

– In the inner rings: 1536 channels/module

• Total number of modules per disk: 900 modules

ETL module parameters

3/1/17 A. Apresyan | CMS Timing Layer Review Open Session7

8	channels

4	channels

ROC	for	large	pixels
1	channel	is	3x3	mm2

y

x

sensor

ROC

Inner rings

Outer rings

Silicon sensor with gain



LGAD:  Strong collaboration across experiments
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Endcap Timing Layer

6
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Tiled Modules of Silicon Sensors

A. Surkov, 
E. Paramoshkina

Timing layer

EE

FH

CO2 Local manifold

DRAFT

15
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Decoupling of sensor size (PAD) and readout unit (TDC)
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FE ASIC Read-out merging 
Sensor pad != read-out unit 

If not: merge n front-end channels after the discriminator to create 

a larger mm2 read-out unit 

Digital summing retains all the benefits of small pads, while allowing 

for a reduced number of TDCs and read-out channels.    

1x1 - 
 

+ 

1x1 - 
 

+ 

1x1 - 
 

+ 

several pads ! one 
read-out unit 

! One TDC 
 

TDC 
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Countering the Anti-luminosity effect
5.1 Performance implications of reduced cost configurations 23
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Figure 8: The Emiss
T distribution for the reference detector with (green) and without (red) the

high-h tracking extension and the ratio of the number of events observed without and with the

tracking extension vs Emiss
T for events at < PU> = 140 and < PU> = 200.

Figure 9 (left) shows that the missing transverse energy resolution is also degraded by about

25% at 140 pileup. Jet counting and the identification of vector boson fusion or vector boson

scattering processes are diluted by the presence of misreconstructed jets in the forward region

of the detector. Figure 9 (right) shows the relative rate of additional misidentified jets as a

function of pseudorapidity.

A substantial increase in additional jets that come from pileup is observed and the performance

degradation is severe even at a pileup of 140 when the tracker extension is not present. The

impact on the measurement of Higgs boson properties in events produced via the vector boson

fusion process is included in the discussion in Section 5.2. In addition, the limited coverage for

charged particle reconstruction reduces the acceptances for taus, muons, electrons, photons,

and b-jet tagging. For the Higgs boson to four muons analysis, one of the key measurements

for the HL-LHC, the acceptance is reduced by 20% as shown in Figure 10.

Tracker without layer 4: the performance of the tracking system with a reduced number of

layers has been studied. To simplify the performance studies, layer 4 of the outer tracker has

been removed without changing the other layers configuration. This layer is selected since it

minimizes the impact on the track reconstruction performance. The offline track reconstruction

performance is mostly driven by the precise space-point measurements in the pixel detector

and the lever arm of the tracking volume isnot modified by the removal of layer 4 and therefore

the momentum resolution is neither not affected. However, the track reconstruction for the

hardware trigger does not include the pixel detector and it is therefore sensitive to the number

of layers in the outer tracker.

In order to estimate the impact of the loss of redundancy, realistic defects to the system have

been studied. A first scenario assumes that 5% of the modules, randomly distributed, are not

5.3 Phase II detector performance at pileup 140 and pileup 200 37

observed and the performance degrades at 200 pileup. These fake or “ pileup jets” interfere

with accurate counting of the number of jets in the event of interest, which is an important

aspect of many measurements and searches at the LHC.
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Figure 24: Emiss
T distribution for the perpendicular component of hadronic recoil to Z boson,

measured in Z ! µµ, at < PU> = 140 with thehigh-h tracking extension (red) and < PU> = 200

(green). Results for Phase I at < PU> = 50 (black) are also included (left). Relative rate of

additional misidentified jets as a function of pseudorapidity for different pileup configuration.

Results are shown relative to the performance of the reference detector at < PU> = 140 for

< PU> = 200 (green), and Phase I at < PU> = 50 (black) (right).

The degradation in the reconstruction of jets and Emiss
T has significant impact on several anal-

yses. Figure 25 shows the effect of the degraded Emiss
T resolution on W± H+ Emiss

T searches. To

compensate for the increased background level, the event selection has been tightened with

respect to the reference in the TP. A significant reduction in the discovery potential is observed.

In a dataset of 3000 fb− 1 the mass reach for discovery is reduced from 940 GeV to about 800

GeV. For measurements of the VBF Higgs to t t final state, where the t t mass is reconstructed

using the missing transverse energy, the performance of the analysis expressed as signal over

the square-root of background is degraded by about 15%. This translates into a 40% increase

in the luminosity needed to achieve the equivalent result at 200 PU. In addition the rate of

jets reconstructed from pileup energy depositions reduces the signal yield and increases the

background from Drell-Yan production, degrading the analysis performance by 25%.

Summary: The performance of the reference upgrade reference detector has been studied for

pileup of 140 and 200 collisions per crossing and compared to the Phase I detector performance

at 50 collisions per crossing. The performance of the Phase I detector can be achieved with the

reference detector in the presence of 140 collisions per crossing. The studies presented here

demonstrate that resolutions, efficiencies, and misidentification rates are degraded in events

with 200 collisions per crossing. Objects measured predominantly with the tracker and those

at large transverse momentum are less affected than objects measured using mostly calorimet-

ric information or with low transverse momentum. As a result, crucial measurements of the

H ! 4µ, H ! µµ, and searches or measurements of heavy resonance show limited sensitivity

to pileup. Measurements relying on the missing transverse energy resolution or jet counting

are significantly affected. The physics analyses that are very sensitive to these observables

indicate that improvements are needed to fully exploit the data collected at higher luminosi-

ties. For the endcap calorimeter, this is addressed by the new timing and pointing capabilities

of the High Granularity Calorimeter. It is expected that these new features will substantially

improve the mitigation of pileup. As well, the improved timing resolution in barrel electro-

magnetic calorimeter is anticipated to provide improve photon energy resolution. Overall, the

Statement of the problem by example 
} CMS Upgrade Scope document: 

} [CERN-LHCC-2015-19, LHCC-G-165]

} VBF H!ττ requires 40% more 
luminosity at 200 than 140 PU
} ET

miss resolution / Jet fake rate 

} Searches with Et
miss less 

sensitive at 200 PU than 140 PU

2

38 5 Comparative Performance studies
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Figure 25: Effect of detector pileup on the sensitivity for the SUSY search for the W± H+ Emiss
T

final states. The estimated effect of the degradation of Emiss
T resolution has been applied.

current studies demonstrates that for physics channels relying mostly on charged particles, the

increased luminosity at 200 pileup can be exploited. For other physics signatures, the studies

are continuing.

140 PU

200 PU

Jet background

ET
miss spectrum

140 PU

200 PU

140 PU

200 PU

SUSY with ET
miss 
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Muon and Tau Lepton Charged-Partcle Isolation Efficiencies
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no timing

w/ timing

• Acceptance gain in searches and precision measurements

no timing

w/ timing

Muons
Taus



Higgs  mm & Higgs  ZZ 4l
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Missing Transverse Energy
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• MET Resolution study using Zμμ events

• PUPPI with track time information [ photon timing not yet included ]

• MET spectrum: tails reduced by a factor ~2 

• Offset [ almost entirely ] the performance degradation at 200 PU 

à m+m  



Hγγ at HL-LHC
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Few vertices to ease

eye analysis 

• Calorimeter timing-based triangulation matched to vertex time information 

• Resolve ambiguities of calorimeter timing-based triangulation 

• Simple χ2 matching:  5X reduction in ‘effective pileup’

• Hγγ at HL-LHC: substantial failure of kinematic vertex identification:

• ε(|zvtx-ztrue|) < 30% at 200 PU  (~ 80% in Run I)

LHC Grand Challenge Research Questions

The goal of HEP (and the LHC) is to understand the fundamental building

blocks of nature, and their interactions. The potential of the LHC has

been demonstrated in its first years with the discovery of the Higgs Boson.
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Pile-up Jet Suppression
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• Rate suppression from jet cleaning from pileup 

with timing

• Key signature for jet tagging

• Efficiency for signal jets unaffected 

• Current baseline: |η|<3 coverage 

• Pileup jets
• Signal [generator matched]  jets



Secondary Vertex Reconstruction

   
12

Impact  on b-tagging

● The timing of tracks from the primary vertex AND from 
the B vertex is the same

● The B-hadron itself travels at the speed of light
● A cut on the PCA would induce inefficiency

Signal vertex

PU vertex

B vertex
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Impact  on b-tagging

● The timing of tracks from the primary vertex AND from 
the B vertex is the same

● The B-hadron itself travels at the speed of light
● A cut on the PCA would induce inefficiency

● A cut on time only cuts the tracks from the PU vertex

Signal vertex

PU vertex

B vertex
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Time-of-Flight Particle Identification (p/K up to 2-3 GeV)
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ATLAS HGTD proposed location

Aboud.Falou/LAL-Orsay HGTD Mechanics-Integration/ Special 1.5days Meeting 2016.09.13 22

EC HGTD Detector/ Z=3485mm, 
Rin = 98mm, Rout = ~960mm
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4

Common dimensions:

• Insulation 5mm

• Carbon fibre 1mm

• Cooling 3mm

• SiSensor 0.15mm

• PCB+Electronics(Air)=2.7mm

• Tolerances 1mm

Timing detector:

• 43mm

• 4 Si sensor leyers

Preshower detector:

• 53mm

• Absorber: 3.5mm 1X0

• Absorber: Rmin=285mm (η=3.2)

• 4 Si sensor layers & 3 W absorber layers

Basics of HGTD



HGTD cell occupancy

6

With 1× 1 mm2 cell for R < 285 mm

With 3× 3 mm2 cell for R > 285 mm

Detector area R < 650 mm

Maximum size R = 800 mm

Nothing is optimized yet

Occupancy plot for various cell sizes as a 

function of increasing (decreasing) radius (|η|)
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Signal jet in high pileup

17

HGTD Si side A HGTD Si side C

µ= 0

µ= 200

HGTD-Si with VBF, Higgs to invisible, 

pT of calorimeter jets > 30 GeV, cell 

size with cell size 1x1 mm2 in the 

inner region (|x|<300 mm,|y|<300mm) 

and 3x3 mm2 outside this region.

Jets reconstructed with anti-kt

algorithm using topological clusters 

and radius parameter of 0.4, jet 

momentum corrected for pile-up and 
calibrated for the detector response.

ηR2 = ηη2 + ηη2

ATLAS Simulation Preliminary
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Study with pile-up and VBF jets 

HGTD-A

HGTD-C

Prelude to Level-0 trigger: 
developing algorithms to select signal jets from pile-up jets, QCD and stochastic 

L0 timing trigger for mitigation of pile-up Jets based on:

- Identification of cluster of track hits, from the same jet, with time 

coincidence within a bunch period

- Generation of  L0 level trigger (40MHz) containing L0 Time object, to be 

combined with L0 Calo for a global trigger decision.

15

Study with pile-up and VBF jets 

HGTD-A

HGTD-C

Prelude to Level-0 trigger: 
developing algorithms to select signal jets from pile-up jets, QCD and stochastic 

L0 timing trigger for mitigation of pile-up Jets based on:

- Identification of cluster of track hits, from the same jet, with time 

coincidence within a bunch period

- Generation of  L0 level trigger (40MHz) containing L0 Time object, to be 

combined with L0 Calo for a global trigger decision.



Timing of jet core

18

Intermediate steps in ongoing studies

Needs much more work 

Time distribution in VBF Higgs event with one jet in HGTD, the quark jet generated with pT = 72 GeV at η of 2.7, 

µ= 200 (black) and µ= 0 (red). Collision time (p-p) smearing is 175 ps, texp expected time of flight, hits smeared 

by 30 ps. Comparison between µ= 200 and µ= 0 show us how discrimination against pile-up is achieved. A jet 

of cone radius 0.4 (left), 0.2 (center) and 0.1 (right) are studied with respect to the jet direction, to improve the 

purity of the signal.
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In-time fraction of cells within a jet

16

An example:

Major challenge: clock distribution with ~20ps accuracy and stability

The generation of a L0 timing trigger for mitigation of 

pile-up Jets requires: IN PROGRESS

• Real-time processing of the time distribution of 

events (histogram)

• Acquired at 40MHz 

Central idea: A hard scatter jet is collimated both in time and space
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Summary – Lecture 3

• Fast timing has the potential to open up new possibilities for future 

machines - and it is very exciting to think about where that may 

lead.
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Backup
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Active area half tray : 2604 mm
Max space 2650 mm
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BTL Readout ASIC
BTL	front-end	ASIC	

o 

-  

-  

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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HGTD Electronics

25
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Services
Each ECAL SM has one patch panel for the distribution of the services (18 per side)

Service trays run out radially from each PP with a pair of adjacent SM trays run together (A/B)

Type #(total) Diameter

EB-HV 4 21.4

EB-DCS-PTM 1 11

EB-DCS-ESS 1 7.2

EB-DCS-HM 1 5.8

EB-LV-inhi 3 8.3

EB-LV-sen 1 8.3

EB-trunk 3 9.5

EB-LV 34 12.2

EB-sniffer/N2 2 10

EB-cooling-in flexible 1 41

EB-cooling-out flexible 1 41

EB-Mem-Hybrid 1 12

EB-Mem-Laser 1 per 2 SMs 10

EB-earth 1 4.9

 REFERENCE EDMS NO. REV. VALIDITY 

 CMS-EB-EG-0003 v.2 1332632 V.2 
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b. Problématique et objectifs 

Le groupe de travail de CMS doit prévoir l’accès au supermodule et garantir leur remplacement ou 

réparation si nécessaire. Cette exigence soulève la problématique du projet. En effet, depuis l’installation 

des supermodules dans la caverne, des modifications ont été apportées, compromettant ainsi leur 

maintenance : 

• Différents services pour les sous-détecteurs circulent le long de EB, HB et de l’aimant (tubes en 

cuivre pour le refroidissement, fibres optiques et câbles électriques haute et basse tension) 

• Un projet parallèle en réalisation prévoit l’ajout d’un blindage du tube à faisceaux, avec 

notamment un pied de support venant se loger devant HB 

 

 
 

En prévision d’un éventuel besoin de retirer un supermodule, on comprend bien que le berceau et 

l’enfourneur ne pourra pas s’approcher autant des rails de HB comme c’était le cas lors de leur 

installation. Cela implique un principal problème, à savoir l’extension du rail intermédiaire utilisé entre 

l’enfourneur et HB. Selon les dimensions des éléments gênants, la taille du nouveau rail intermédiaire à 

concevoir est de 1200 mm, soit le double du rail précédent. Le poids du supermodule est de 3 tonnes. 

La conception du rail nécessite une étude approfondie et des calculs de structure rigoureux, afin de 

garantir une bonne résistance et de faibles déformations face aux sollicitations mécaniques supportées. 

Le projet étant maintenant défini, la suite du rapport se focalise sur la transcription du problème physique 

en un modèle informatique le plus proche de la réalité, l’exploitation des premiers résultats puis les 

éventuelles optimisations à apporter pour assurer des valeurs en cohérence avec le cahier des charges. 

  

Services des sous 

détecteurs 

Pied de support 

du blindage 

~50mm

~180mm

~67% filled (75-85% practical max)

~18°C ~18°C
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Equalized effective LYSO thickness

eta Thickness 

[mm]

Volume 

[cm2]

Weight

[g]

Module

count 

Mxtal per 

module [g]

<0.6 3.75 0.54 3.9 1-19 250 4750

0.6 –

1.1

3.0 0.43 3.1 20-35 200 3200

>1.1 2.3 0.33 2.4 36-56 153 3213

crystal weight per tray ~11.2 kg
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Impact of Out-Of-Time (OOT) Pile-up and backscatter from ECAL
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